Increase In Enthusiasm
For Crew Has Brought Many Important Changes

With improvements on the Technology boathouse rapidly nearing temporary completion, Coach Hill Haines of the Card-
inal and Gray crews has much to look forward to this year. His past record needs no followers to the
sport, for since his advent as mentor, the caliber of the insti-
tute's representatives has been raised in the
improvement, and Technology crews are now rated with the
SWIMMERS IN NEED OF MEN FOR RELAY
Have Good Material in Back, 444, and Breast Stroke, But Need Dash Men

Technology's swimmers will have a hard time finding relay units as there are over, as there are no more blasts until February 11, when the Refrigerators meet Columbus down on New.

The reason the last two races have already been dropped is that neither of the teams has enough men from these scoring races in the boathouse this year, which is one of the reasons why the scheduled enthusiasm on the part of the students was not realized.

Will Complete West Wing First
The addition is in the form of two wings, one on each side of the water, in existing structure. The western wing will be completed first, and will con-
tain racks on the floor level. On the floor above will be situated bowlers' lockers, used for
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Dusty Rhodes' Free Throw--

or Fame for a Day

They didn't expect him to make a point. But he made a free throw. And that free throw was the magic that winning the game. The crowd went wild and more girls wanted to put their arms around Dusty's neck than he could accommodate. Favor!

And after the game Dusty had a few team-
mates around to his rooms. He served them
Canada Dry." It made a big hit—even bigger than winning the basketball game. More fame!

This ginger ale has a delicious flavor—

to it... dryness... sparkle. It has a
taste gingersale flavor because it is made from pure
Jamaica ginger. It contains no capsaicin (red
pepper), and aste keen it blends well with other
beverages.

"Canada Dry"

The Champaign of Ginger Ales"